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A LESSON IN LIFE
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head of Yavneh Early Learning Centre
With Lag B’ Omer just under a week away, we are once again reflecting on
many lessons that life throws our way. In the ELC, we use this time of year to
discuss and learn about Rabbi Akiva and the meaning of “V’ahavta
Lerayacha Kamocha” and we focus on being humble and the way we
behave towards our friends, our family and our teachers.
C.S. Lewis famously said, “Integrity is doing the right thing, even when no
one is watching.” So how can we raise a good child, one who will do the
right thing, even when no one may see them do it, and when there may be
no reward?
One of the most fundamental traits in good people, is the ability to put
oneself into the shoes of others – to consider the feelings and thoughts of others – in other
words, to have a high level of emotional intelligence and empathy. From a young age, it is

CANDLE LIGHTING:
Parshat Emor

important for us to discuss feelings and to label the emotions being felt and to let our
children know that feelings are important, valued, and meaningful. Acknowledging the
every-day positive behaviour, is valuable in teaching wrong from right as long as we “call out”

Light Candles: 5:03pm
Shabbat Ends: 6:02pm

the less-positive behaviour appropriately with guided responses to rectify the situation.

DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY

Gratitude is so important when defining what makes us “good”, therefore. Teaching your
child how to be grateful and how to express that gratitude is a key component of raising a
good child. Whether it’s for a meal you’ve prepared for dinner or for a birthday gift from Saba
and Safta, teach your child to say thank you – two simple words that mean so much to the

MAY

recipient of them.

Wed 18 Year 11 & 12 Winter
Round Robin

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MAZAL TOVS:

CONDOLENCES:

To the Akoka family on the birth of a little boy, Jacob.

To the Gillis family on the passing of Mrs Valerie Gillis a’h

May you continue to have Nachat from your family.

To Karin & Ron Cohen on the passing of Mr Len Rosenblatt a’h.
May your families know no more sorrow.

Thu 19

Lag B'Omer

Fri 20

Year 9 & 10
Shabbaton

Tue 24

Year 7 2023 Parent 		
Information Evening

Tue 25

Year 9 - 10 Winter 		
Round Robin

Fri 26

Year 11 Shabbaton

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:
Please remember to register the date of your son or daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at Reception
on 9528 4911 or email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au
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CONTINUED
And then, of course, our children need us to be positive role-models for them as they look to us for guidance and re-assurance
that they are making sense of their world appropriately and effectively. But being that positive role-model is not always easy –
especially with so much negativity surrounding us. This year alone, we have had to manage another year of Covid, watched
natural disasters such as flooding happen around us, dealing with consequences of war over in Ukraine and of course, being
reminded far too frequently about antisemitism and terrorism occurring in Israel. How can we keep us this positivity for our
children when we may be feeling anything but that?
We are so fortunate as Jews, to have the privilege to refer to the Torah as a resource. The very notion of “Tikkun Olam” - to make
our world a better place, guides us to support those in need, to rectify what needs to be fixed and to empathise with those who
need support. Instead of asking ourselves “Am I good person?”, we can flip that to ask, “What good do I do in the world?”. Whilst
personal success is important, we know that being good involves so much more. Rather than degrees and material
achievements, how you acted, how you made a difference, what relationships you built and cherished – are the lessons we want
to impart to our children. Judaism further stresses that being a good person doesn’t mean you never mess up, rather, it means
figuring out how best to respond when you do. Goodness isn’t a fixed, innate trait but rather something that can be assessed,
recalibrated, and nurtured over time. And understanding this, may just be one of our most important tools in becoming better
people.
We are certainly living through tough times, but as Dovid Rosenfeld tells us, “Rabbi Akiva lived through it all, yet he never lost
hope. The very sights that brought others to tears of despair filled him with undying hope. All that occurs in this world, both the
good and the bad, emanate from an infinitely good Creator. But life isn’t always for us to understand. We must at times just be
patient and wait”.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD
Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS
Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or contactless deliveries via the guardhouse.
The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.
SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO
projects.
Contact Hayley Jaffe (hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au or
WhatsApp 0409 138 949) if you wish to buy or donate preloved uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform &
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.
Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the
Facebook page.
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - PARSHAT EMOR – PESACH SHEINI
AVIGAIL WONDER, Head of Secondary
GRAB WHAT YOU LOVE AND NEVER MISS OUT!
This Shabbat marks a minor yet significant date on the Jewish Calendar – Pesach Sheini – the second Pesach. Marked on the
14th of Iyar each year, Pesach Sheini is a biblical festival that was instituted in the Midbar after an unusual exchange between
Moshe Rabbeinu and Bnei Yisrael.
A group of people were faced with a quandary around the fulfilment of the Mitzvah of the Pesach sacrifice on the 14th of Nissan.
They were ritually impure and would not be able to fulfil the Mitzvah of bringing up the Korban to the Mishkan and eating of the
Pesach sacrifice on the night of Pesach. Distraught about the prospect of not being able to partake of this Mitzvah, they approach
Moshe and said, (Bamidbar 9:7)
"We are ritually unclean [because of contact] with a dead
person; [but] why should we be excluded so as not to bring
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the offering of the Lord in its appointed time, with all the
children of Israel?
It’s important to note that these men were involved in holy pursuits at the time and had legitimate reasons to miss out on the
Mitzvah. Commentaries explain that their impurity was because they were the pallbearers carrying the bones of Yosef Hatzadik
from Egypt to Eretz Yisrael – fulfilling the promise made to Yosef that he would be buried in the holy land. Another opinion cites
that these men had been appointed to bury Nadav and Avihu, the two sons of Aharon HaKohen who had died during ambitious
service in the Mishkan. Further, these men were not to blame for their ritual impurity – they were forced into the situation. They had
not chosen to be impure before Pesach, they had not sought to be unavailable for the Mitzvah.
Yet they came to Moshe and Aharon with a problem – a complaint – a demand.  ?למה נגרעWhy should we be excluded? Why
should we be diminished from the opportunity to fulfil one of the most seminal Mitzvot of the Jewish calendar and part of our
Jewish identity?
Stirred by their urgency, Moshe consulted with  'הand in the merit of their passionate plea, the festival of Pesach Sheini was
instituted by G-d. Any person who was ritually impure or was too far from the Beit Hamikdash on Erev Pesach, would be able to
make  – תשלומיןa rectification, and bring up the sacrifice one month later on the 14th of Iyar.
There is another instance in the Torah where we see the same terminology of  למה נגרעused. It is in the story of the daughters of
Tzlafchad – five sisters whose father had died with no male heirs. Knowing that soon Am Yisrael would enter Eretz Yisrael and the
division of the land would soon take place, the daughters approached Moshe with a unique problem – with no sons, their father’s
portion would not be given to their family. In their plea, they said to Moshe (Bamidbar 27:3)
Why should our father's name be eliminated from his family
because he had no son? Give us a portion along with our
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father's brothers. "
These women were fuelled by their love for Eretz Yisrael and the Mitzvot that could be kept in tilling and settling the land, and this
drove them to approach Moshe in front of the people and demand their father’s land, crying ‘why should our father’s name be left
out? ’?למה יגרע
In both stories we see the same root word  שרשechoed. We also see the same drive, passion and love for Torah and Mitzvot. Both
groups approached Moshe with holy ‘chutzpah’. Their heartfelt appeals stemmed from a love of Hashem and a yearning to be
close to him. And in both cases, Moshe saw the urgency of the request and consulted Hashem for the ruling.
And in both cases, Hashem taught Moshe the halacha – in the name and merit of these Jews who didn’t want to miss out on their
part.
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CONTINUED
We can be inspired in our own lives to ask ourselves the same question –  – ?למה נגרעWhy should we ever miss out? We
should never short-change ourselves in the opportunities we have to fulfil Mitzvot and develop our closeness to Hashem. And
further, we can show our children our love and commitment to Torah and Mitzvot by modelling how we prioritise ‘grabbing’ each
Mitzvah we can – above all other priorities. We can show them how much we love Mitzvot by running to catch the minyan, pursue
a Shiur Torah, or put something on the backburner so we can help someone in need.
And in the merit of our ‘grabbing’ every Mitzvah, may we be able to offer up and partake of the Korban Pesach Sheini in our
beloved Eretz Yisrael – this year!
Shabbat Shalom

SENATOR THE HON MARISE PAYNE VISITS YAVNEH
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MOTHERS DAY AT YAVNEH ELC
KENDALL DOENAU, SKA Educator
Mother’s Day is a special day, for all children and mothers as, it celebrates the bond of love and affection that is everlasting. We
celebrated Mother’s Day at Yavneh ELC across two special days, honouring the mother, as well as motherhood, maternal bonds
and the influence of mothers and people who care for us in our community.
Our centre came alive on Friday as our little ones welcomed their special guests in for a wonderful Tefillah that displayed the
children’s singing and excitement for the morning’s experiences. Across the creche, each room set up a unique experience that
was fitting to the children within their care, all centred around creating an environment that facilitated quality time for Mums and
their little ones. It was very special to have the creche children’s loved ones in for that extra time in the morning, allowing for a
slower start to the day and seeing the love and admiration in the eyes of the children who were so eager to share in some special
experiences with their favourite people. The children had been preparing for this event over the week, practicing their favourite
songs in particular Ima Yekara Li ( )אמא יקרה לי- My dear mother as a special gift. Our guests were welcomed to make Challah
with their child as well as engage in some lovely arts and crafts creating those unforgettable gifts made by tiny hands.
Over in the kindergarten the children were certainly keeping their fingers and toes crossed that the rain stayed away as JKA
and SKA joined together for a wonderful outdoor celebration for all the amazing Mothers, Grandmothers, Aunties and special
someone’s that came along to our event. The children moved about a range of experiences set up to celebrate their love and
offered a time for children and families to come together and cosy up away from the cold weather that was fast approaching. The
families enjoyed cupcake decorating, hand massages, stories with the crowd favourite being our fun and interactive photo booth.
The fun certainly didn’t end on Friday with two beautiful and intimate celebrations being hosted by our SKB and JKB rooms on
Monday morning. For some lucky Imma’s getting in a three-day Mother’s Day extravaganza. Both rooms put on a exceptional
morning for the kinidergarten children’s special guests to snug up and feel the love from the young learners.
To all the Mothers, Imas, Step Mothers, Grandmothers, Saftas, Aunties, Sisters and all the women in our lives that care for us
unconditionally we wish you a
Happy Mother’s Day.
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LEARNING HOW TO WRITE IN PREP
LOREN PAMENSKY & NICKY KAPUL, Primary General Studies Teachers
Writing is a complex task that requires children to access their
working memory, recall sounds and coordinate fine motor
skills simultaneously in order to form letters to write words
and sentences. In Prep writing begins with oral language
experiences to build vocabulary, and to understand the
difference between words and sentences. Daily activities
specifically designed to develop fine motor strength and agility,
explicit sessions on correct pencil grip and writing posture,
as well as direct teaching about letter formation in the initiaLit
program, assists children in developing the foundations for
becoming competent writers. Children then learn to segment
words containing known sounds in order to spell and write
these words.
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משואה לתקומה
ETTIE SPIGELMAN, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher
From the ashes of the Holocaust to the establishment of the state of Israel
Term Two started on Yom HaShoah. In Israel, the Holocaust is commemorated on the 27th of the Hebrew month of Nisan,
corresponding to the time in 1943 that the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising was still in progress. A week later comes Yom Hzikaron- a
“Memorial Day for the Fallen Soldiers of the Wars of Israel and Victims of Actions of Terrorism.” The Memorial Day is immediately
followed by the joyous celebrations of Israel’s Independence Day.
It is a period filled with many mixed emotions.
During Jewish studies in Years 4 and 6 we focused on those emotions. We shared stories of the Holocaust. We learned about the
history of the last 74 years in Israel, and we celebrated its achievements.
Every special day that passes is not another day gone - it is another day in our pocket. The special qualities of that day are
supposed to bring us to a different place and make us into a changed person. All the things we do should be on a higher level
than before. In life a person needs to keep climbing to greater heights. Our understanding of Judaism needs to be constantly
deepened and not remain dull. Our performance in mitzvot and appreciation for who we are should be advancing constantly.
How lucky we are to be part of this nation, that we can learn and practise Judaism and to strength our connection with the state of
Israel.
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TERM 2 INTERSCHOOL SPORT
MARC FELIX-FAURE, Head of Primary and Secondary HPE
YEAR 7&8 REGIONAL VOLLEYBALL FINALS
Three Volleyball teams won through to Regional Finals from Term 1. Last week all teams played
at the State Volleyball Centre in Dandenong, each team facing tough competition against other
schools from around the state who likewise won their district competitions.
The Year 7 Girls and Year 8 Boys teams put in a stellar effort and competed well all day,
unfortunately not making it past group stages. The Year 7 Boys Volleyball team went one step
further to State finals narrowly losing in the semi finals 20-18, 21-19. Although disappointing to
miss out by a couple of points, the teamwork and resilience to compete and win against some of
the best teams in the region was inspiring – Well done.

YEAR 7-10 GIRLS AFL
The growth in Girl’s AFL has been fantastic to see in the last few years. This year we were thrilled
to enter 7/8 and 9/10 Girl’s teams in the Beachside competition for the first time in the school’s
history. Both teams played with amazing spirit and ferocity at the ball. We were grateful to witness
some serious talent in and amongst the teams with several players who already compete in Ajax
football on weekends showcasing hard-hitting tackling pressure and hunger to win the ball. A
great amount of leadership and skill on show all day long to make for a great day out.

SENIOR BOYS AFL
The pre-game rev up speech has again gone viral and the post-game team song was sung
loud enough to be heard several suburbs away, so it won’t come as a surprise to many that the
Senior boys chalked up four straight wins to take out the District AFL competition. Some notable
mentions go to Eitan Potash for kicking two remarkably similar game winning goals against
Cheltenham and Albert Park, Gabe Jotkowitz for kicking a bag of 5 goals in a half of footy and
Avi Segman for racking up countless goal assists with his lethal left boot. The boys combined
brilliantly all day to progress to Regional Finals in July. The team will also embark in a friendly
with King David later this term with more details to come for spectators. Well done, Seniors!
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YEAR 8 – TOOLBOX EDUCATION – MENTAL MOVIES
AVIGAIL WONDER, Head of Secondary
Last Friday, students in Year 8 participated in a workshop
with Toolbox Education titled ‘Mental Movies’. The session
focusses on interactions or situations that young people may
have throughout their day and understanding that our minds
create stories – that don’t always reflect the truth – that lead us
that can lead to rumination on situations in the past or future,
creating worry and anxiety.
The workshop teaches students how to identify a mental movie
in the moment and return to the present moment before it takes
hold. The session aims to help reduce social anxiety, increase
self-worth and give them greater present moment awareness.
We are pleased to provide these opportunities to our students,
and we will continue these discussions during our wellbeing
sessions. We encourage parents to continue these discussions
at home.

COMPUTATIONAL AND ALGORITHMIC THINKING COMPETITION
LIONEL KATZ, VCE Co-ordinator & Head of Mathematics
Last Friday (6 May 2022), several of our keen Maths students
sat the Computer and Algorithmic Thinking (CAT) competition,
conducted by the Australian Mathematics Trust.
The CAT competition is a one-hour problem solving
competition designed to encourage student curiosity and
promote multiple modes of thinking and identify programming
potential.
The competition had a mixture of multiple-choice and integer
answers and incorporates unique ‘three-stage tasks’ that
encourage students to develop informal algorithms and apply
them to test data of increasing size or complexity. Some
questions tested the ability to perform procedures, others
required logical thought, while the more challenging problems
require the identification and application of algorithms.
We have wished them all the best for success in this
competition and hope they enjoyed the challenge.
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STEAM CLUB UPDATE
KIMBERLEY BRUCE, Head of Science and Secondary Teacher
Some year 7 and 8 students, who are taking part in STEAM
club this semester, are enrolled in the CanSat project run by the
Victorian Space Science Education Centre. This program aims
to give students practical experience in electronics, computer
programming, remote sensing, and data analysis.
This project introduces students to the Engineering Design
Process, uses Project Based Leaning and allows students to
integrate Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts/Design, and
Mathematics (STEAM).
Students build a small satellite made from a laser cut chassis
made from plywood, attach it to a drone and fly the drone

Benjy Orwin, Orel Morris and Uriel Gabbai testing out the new drones

in certain areas to collect information on temperature and
pressure in the atmosphere. They will then analyse their data and relate it back to their research question that they are currently
developing.
One group is looking at how we can use drones to help prevent bushfires in Australia and another group is looking at how drones
are used in infrared technologies.
Stay tuned for more updates as our groups progress through the design process and produce some interesting results!

MAZAL TOV YONI!
YAFFA BART, Jewish Studies Curriculum Support Coordinator
Last Thursday night at 11pm, the Yavneh Staff WhatsApp chat or the YouTube comments section of the Chidon Hatanach, was
the place to be as messages of congratulation for Yoni Moss kept coming through! On that night, which correlated with Yom
Ha’atzmaut in Israel, our very own Year 9 student, Yoni Moss officially won the International Chidon Hatanach (Bible Quiz)!
For those not familiar with the Chidon, it is an annual quiz focusing on hundreds of chapters of Tanach, that participants are
quizzed on and required to know intimately. Questions students may be asked involve “How did Avraham pay for the Maharat
Hamachpeila, and how much did it cost him?” or about very specific plants used in different services in the Bet Hamikdash. The
knowledge required is specific and expansive, therefore just undertaking the test is a massive accomplishment. After months of
studying, participants in each country compete in State and National competitions last year covering 248 chapters of the Tanach,
and here in Australia our 2021 National second place winner was Yoni Shroot and our first-place champion none other than Yoni
Moss – a foreshadow of the success to come.
After their success, Yoni and Yoni were both invited to attend a Tanach camp in Israel and an opportunity to meet and bond
with other national champions. During the camp, the next stage of testing began this time covering almost double the amount
of content! After this test, Yoni was one of twelve participants from around the world to qualify for the televised final round of
competition. Yoni did a phenomenal job, finishing the first round in the lead, and answering questions with calm conviction,
ultimately placing equal first and winning the competition! We’re so incredibly proud of Yoni’s passion to learning and continued
striving for Judaic knowledge.
The Yoni’s worked tirelessly for months under the guidance of Simeon Rubin and Eitan Raye as part of Jewish Studies Supports’
Enrich Yourself! programs, offering students the chance to gain immense knowledge and the opportunity to challenge themselves
on the world stage in notable competitions such as the Jerusalem Science Contest (JSC), Maimonides Moot Court and of course,
the Chidon HaTanach. If you’d like to participate in any of these programs this year, please be in touch! It’s your turn to Enrich
Yourself!
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CONTINUED
Mazal tov again to Yoni Shroot on his second-place national
win, and commitment to learning, somehow balancing it all
while in VCE. And mazal tov again to Yoni Moss for always
dedicating immense effort into all his endeavors, resulting in
such a monumental win! Congratulations!
We can be inspired in our own lives to ask ourselves the same
question –  – ?למה נגרעWhy should we ever miss out? We
should never short-change ourselves in the opportunities
we have to fulfil Mitzvot and develop our closeness to
Hashem. And further, we can show our children our love
and commitment to Torah and Mitzvot by modelling how we
prioritise ‘grabbing’ each Mitzvah we can – above all other
priorities. We can show them how much we love Mitzvot by
running to catch the minyan, pursue a Shiur Torah, or put
something on the backburner so we can help someone in
need.
And in the merit of our ‘grabbing’ every Mitzvah, may we be
able to offer up and partake of the Korban Pesach Sheini in our
beloved Eretz Yisrael – this year!
Shabbat Shalom
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LEIBLER YAVNEH COLLEGE

VCE 2023

SUBJECT SELECTION
EVENING

5:30-8:30PM

TUESDAY 7 JUNE
Subject selection information sessions:
Year 9 - Lamm Hall - 6:00PM
Year 10 - Lamm Hall - 7:15PM
Year 11 - MPR - 6:00PM

FACULTY DISPLAYS I LAMM HALL FOYER
Please see the 2023 Curriculum Guide for more information
regarding VCE subjects and subject selection.
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https://www.trybooking.com/BZJXR
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EDUCATION AT LYC
The evening will include information on:

Programs to infuse the Bar/Bat Mitzvah year with meaning
Jewish Life offerings, Torah-clubs and celebrations
The Year 7 Transition process
Clubs, The Arts and STEAM offerings
The Yavneh curriculum in hands-on lessons
The Year 7 experience from current students
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Registrations are essential via the Compass link
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Want to be a PSG volunteer
and keep OUR children safe?

SAFETY AWARENESS TRAINING
Tuesday 10th May: 7.30-9.30pm
Thursday 12th May: 9.30-11.30am

Register today
https://csgvic.link/mavo2022
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Yavneh College Chess Club
Term 2, 2022
Classes start Wednesday 4th May
Come along and join in the fun.

Dates: Wednesday 4/5 – 22/6:
Club Times: Wednesday 4.15 – 5.15
Venue: Secondary Library
The cost is $17.50 per lesson. The cost for 8 lessons is $140.00
**A discount will be given for siblings - every sibling after the
first/child will pay only $15.50 per lesson ($124.00)
Students will not receive a refund for classes missed for absentees but students commencing
after the first week do not pay for the earlier lessons. School camps can be deducted off as well.
Covid isolation you receive a credit for next term .

PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE ONLINE AT: www.chessideas.com.au
Go to Pay Fees – Click on Term Fees Enter the amount from your Registration
form - (no $ sign)
Add to cart
Next page enter all details for your child as asked:
Chess username or ID please put N/A Click to pay:
You go to PayPal where you can pay with a PayPal account or click credit card
payment at the bottom of page, no American Express or Diners card

All Payments need to be made by the second week of
Chess
Any Queries email: logistics@chessideas.com.au

If your child has a medical condition we should know about please ring our office with details.

........................................................................................................................................

CHESS REGISTRATION TERM 2, 2022 – Yavneh College
This form only to be filled out if you cannot pay online, then hand to the
Chess Tutor
CLASS TIME:

Wednesday: 4.15 – 5.15 p.m.

NAME OF CHILD: ______________________________________________________
EMERGENCY PARENT CONTACT NUMBER: ______________________________
Credit Card Details: _____________________________ Name on Card:_________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Amount: $ ______________
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Second hand uniform stock – current as at 5 May 2022
Sport T-shirt - $15
Size 4x7
6x5, 8x1
10x4
12x11, 14x1
XSx3, Lx1 and XXLx1

Girls summer dress - $20
Size 4Cx6
6Cx6, 8Cx7
10Cx5, 12Cx1
10Ax1 and 12Ax1

Sport shorts - $15
4x1, 8x3, 10x8 and 12x1

Sports Jumper (new style) - $35
4x2, 6x1, 8x2, 12x1, 16x1, Sx1, XSx4 and XLx1
Sports pants (new style) - $25 - NONE
“Shell” jacket
Size 8-10 (no hood) - $40

Sport skirt - $10
Size 2x4
10x3, 12x1, 14x2 and 16x2
Mx3
Lx4

Sports Leggings - $5
6x1, 7x1, 8x3, 12x2 14x1, XLx1
Bike shorts - $5
6x3, 7x7, 8x5 & 10x2, 12x1

Jumpers - $25/$30 (size/condition)
4x1, 5x4, 7x7, 9x1
10x4, 12x8 ( and 2 vests - $10)
14x9 (and 6 vests - $10)
16x7 (and 1 vest - $10)
18x11
20x5, 22x1

Bags $25
Small (prim school) – x4
Large (sec school) –x5 (4 are lighter blue)

Hats - $5 (2 available)
Kippot - $5 (1 available)

Reading folders - $5
Scarf - $5x1

To purchase message Hayley Jaffe via

FB Messenger or watsapp 0409 138 949

Girls long sleeve shirts - $15
Size 4x14, 6x5
8x9 (1 is $10 as marks)
10x2 & 12x1
AND Senior (with logo) - $20
8x2, 10x3
12x2
16x4

Girls winter tunic - $25
Size 4x1, 6x2 (1 unhemmed), 8x3
10x1
Girls winter skirt - $25
Size 12x2, 14x4, 16x3
18x1 & 22x1 (shortened)

Boys summer shorts - $15
Size 3x1. 4x7 (3 not school brand)
6x6 (3 are adjustable)
8x7 (1 not school brand)
10x12 (4 not school brand)
12x7
14x1, 16x1 and 18x1
32x2, 34x2, 36x1 and 38x1

Boys summer shirt - $15
Size 3x1, 4x2, 6x4 (some $10 as marks)
7x1, 8x4 (3 are $10 as marks)
10x11, 12x6, 14x5 and Lx1

Boys winter (long sleeve) shirts - $15
Size 7x2, 8x6, 10x7, 12x14
14x12,16x1, 18x3 and Sx4

Boys Trousers - $20
3x3, 4x2 (adjustable?), 5x1, 6x2 (adjustable)
7x3 (NEXT brand)
8x7 (2 not school brand)
10x7 (2 NEXT brand)
12x7, 14x5,16x3, 18x2
32x2, 34x1, 36x1
38x1, 40x2
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